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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this chapter there are conclusions and suggestions related to 

analysis data. Conclusions are drawn from all the data analysis that has 

been made in this thesis, as well as suggestions made by the author. 

1. Conclusion 

After the writer analyzed the utterances found in the conversation 

between the two main characters in the Bad Boys movie, the writer can 

draw some conclusions. Sociolinguists are also interested in the different 

types of linguistic variation, there are 3 kinds of linguistic variations 

including pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary. Within each of these 

linguistic levels, there is variation which offers the speaker a choice of 

ways of expression. They provide us with different linguistic styles for use 

in different social contexts. Choices may even involve different dialects of 

a language, or quite different languages 

There are only two linguistic variations use in this study, namely 

grammar and vocabulary. The data obtained through conversations with 

African Americans or AAVE. Then, the process of the occurence of 

linguistic variations  in AAVE is by comparing how the AAVE is 

conveyed and how the standard language is delivered. The author found 32 

data on linguistic variations in AAVE, namely 26 data in grammar and 6 
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data in vocabulary. The data was found by comparing two languages, 

namely vernacular language and standard language. 

2. Suggestion 

There are other things in vernacular language or AAVE that are 

interesting to analyze. Therefore, the researcher suggests to students of the 

English Department to find out more about vernacular language or AAVE. 

1. Teacher 

Vernacular language or AAVE is an interesting language to understand 

and research, especially by a teacher, it is mandatory for them to know 

more about various languages, to recognize to their students a 

language that they do not know, so that they can care more about the 

language of other communities. 

2. Student 

As students, we must know various languages, especially vernacular or 

AAVE. It is a unique language to learn because there is much slang in 

it and we can use it in conversation with our close friends. 

3. Other researcher 

Vernacular language or AAVE is also recommended to other 

researchers to continue researching with vernacular language data 

sources, because interestingly this language uses mother tongue and 

slang so it is very easy for students like us to research, by researching 

from other data sources. 


